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Abstract. Smart Spaces refer to application scenarios where people are
immersed in time and space in an augmented environment, exploiting
ubiquitous computing technologies, space and time awareness, and per-
vasive intelligence.
This paper focuses on Home Manager, an agent-based platform for the
implementation of Smart Spaces in Smart Home contexts, rooted in the
Butlers for Smart Spaces framework – the specialisation to Smart Spaces
of the Butlers vision, aimed at supporting smart services to users im-
mersed and interacting with their surrounding environment. The goal is
to anticipate the users’ needs whenever possible, reasoning on potentially
any kind of relevant data grabbed from a plurality of sources, as well as
from the users’s preferences.
Taking the case of a Smart Kitchen as our running example, we first
discuss how the Butlers for Smart Spaces framework can be specialised
to the Home Manager case and exploited to define smart appliances, then
present the Home Manager technology in full, and show by a case study
how a smart space can be deployed on its top.
Home Manager’s support to intelligence is provided both by the TuC-
SoN coordination infrastructure, which enables intelligence to be spread
on agents and on coordination artifacts, and by the tuProlog technology,
which not only powers TuCSoN artifacts but also – being light-weight and
Java-based – effectively supports the development of declarative (Pro-
log), imperative (Java,C#), and hybrid agents.

1 Introduction

Smart spaces [1, 2] refer to a wide variety of possible environments (apartments,
offices, museums, hospitals, schools, malls, university campuses, outdoor areas)
enabled both for the cooperation of smart objects and systems, and for the ubiq-
uitous interaction with visitors. In this pervasive vision, computer systems seam-
lessly integrate into people’s everyday lives, providing services and information
“anywhere, anytime” [3, 4]. As such, they combine dimensions and behaviour
from pervasive, distributed, situated and intelligent computing—altogether [5].

The dramatically growing development of the Internet of Things [5–8] is fur-
ther pushing scenarios where appliances and devices of virtually any sort are
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networked together, possibly embedding some form of (usually limited) intelli-
gence. Not surprisingly, the major players are promoting their architectures and
technologies – from Google’s ‘Works With Nest’ [9] to Samsung SmartThings
[10], Apple’s Home Kit [11], Windows 10 IoT Core [8] – up to Amazon’s Smart
Home shop [12]; moreover, personal assistants with natural language capabilities,
like Google Now [13], Siri [14], Cortana [15]), are developing further capability
of giving suggestions based on the user’s current context and habits.

Of course, several challenges need to be addressed [16–21]: still, some common
aspects and needs are starting to emerge.

In order to effectively design and build smart spaces that go beyond the mere
remote-control of appliances and more generally the “gadget”-like approach of
some prototypes presented also by the major vendors, two key preconditions
seem to be (i) the availability of an effective interaction and coordination mid-
dleware, going beyond the basic support to interoperability, and (ii) an effective
support to distributed intelligence [16] and situatedness, intended as awareness of
the environment and possibly reactivity to changes. The goal is, on the one side,
to effectively “put together” the distributed intelligence but also, on the other,
to support its spreading “when and where needed”, including the middleware—
which, in turn, calls for an “intelligence-ready” coordination layer. The result is
a special kind of Socio-Technical System (STS)—the kind of systems that arise
“when cognitive and social interaction is mediated by information technology,
rather than by the natural world (alone)” [22]: they are by nature heterogeneous,
distributed, made both of software agents, (sensors, actuators) and humans with
their capabilities and social organisations [23, 24]. Because of their characteris-
tics, Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) [25] are a natural reference in this scenario,
since they provide models, infrastructures and methodologies that fit well the
modelling needs of Smart Spaces – in particular, as concerns the support of the
so-called infrastructure intelligence.

In this paper, we focus on Home Manager [26, 27], an agent-based platform
for the implementation of Smart Spaces in Smart Home contexts, and specifically
in IoT-aware environments, rooted in the Butlers for Smart Spaces framework
[28]. This framework is conceived according to the Butlers vision [29], and aims
to support advanced services to users immersed and situated in time and space
and interacting with their surrounding environment—in particular, trying to
anticipate the users’ needs whenever possible, reasoning on potentially any kind
of relevant data grabbed both from users’s preferences and from other sources.
The platform is built on top of TuCSoN [30, 31], a multi-agent coordination
infrastructure enabling intelligence to be spread not only on agents, but also on
coordination artifacts, thanks to the underlying tuProlog [32, 33] technology.

Being light-weight and Java-based, tuProlog effectively supports the develop-
ment of both declarative (Prolog) and imperative (Java,C#) agents, as well as
hybrid Java+Prolog agents [34]—in particular, making it easy to embed intelli-
gence in Java agents. At the same time, it constitutes the powering technology
of TuCSoN artifacts (Subsection 2.1), both as concerns the social intelligence –
ReSpecT tuple centres are declaratively-programmable coordination media – and
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the boundary artifacts – ACC s and transducers. As a result, the coordination
laws can be expressed in a declarative way, paving the way to bring reasoning
also at the infrastructure level.

In the following we discuss why Home Manager can be well suited for the
design and development of Smart STS, with a focus on the reasoning aspects in
the Butlers for Smart Spaces framework and, more generally, on the clear sep-
aration among agent intelligence, infrastructure intelligence and system policies
promoted by the underlying TuCSoN model. Our goal is to show that this ap-
proach not only makes it natural to spread and coordinate distributed, situated
intelligence in smart spaces where and when necessary, but also supports the
integration of heterogeneous (possibly legacy) components in spite of the differ-
ences in design paradigm, implementation language and platform, data repre-
sentation, communication and coordination language, thus helping to bridge the
gap between the infrastructure level and the situated interaction patterns that
are often found in Smart Spaces contexts.

2 The Home Manager platform

Home Manager [26, 27] is an open source platform [35] for Smart Spaces, inspired
to the above architecture and explicitly conceived to be open, deployable on a
wide variety of devices (PCs, smartphones, tablets, up to Raspberry PI 2), and –
thanks to the underlying TuCSoN [31] infrastructure and the suitable integration
with tuProlog – suitable to accommodate “as much intelligence as the system
needs, where the system needs”.

Its purpose is to provide advanced services to users immersed in / interacting
with the surrounding environment—in particular, the ability to reason on po-
tentially any kind of relevant data, both extracted from the users’s preferences
and grabbed from other sources, so as to anticipate the users’ needs.

Before discussing the platform, we shortly summarise below the main features
of TuCSoN infrastructure and the Butlers for Smart Spaces approach.

2.1 The TuCSoN infrastructure in a nutshell

TuCSoN [31, 36] is a tuple-based agent coordination infrastructure for open dis-
tributed MAS, rooted on ReSpecT tuple centres [37]. Moreover, two middleware
abstractions play the role of boundary artefacts—namely, Agent Coordination
Contexts (ACC) [38] for agents, and transducers for resources.

Tuple centres are enhanced logic tuple spaces, distributed over a network of
TuCSoN nodes, and programmable via the (Turing-equivalent) ReSpecT [39] logic
language: in fact, the ReSpecT virtual machine is itself built on top of tuProlog.
In the TuCSoN vision, tuple centres embed the coordination laws, enabling MAS
designers to govern the interaction space and reifying the “social intelligence”.
Moreover, ReSpecT support to situatedness [40, 41] makes it possible to associate
events in the interaction space – occurring as a consequence of agents activities
or environment changes – to appropriate handlers (computations).
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Fig. 1. Butlers, Butlers for Smart Spaces, and the Home Manager specialisation.

Each agent is also associated to an ACC, the security and organisation ab-
straction in charge of mediating the agent interactions with the MAS—in par-
ticular, providing the agent with available operations, based on its role and task.
Transducers [42] represent individual resources, with their own peculiar ways of
interacting: each transducer is capable of two-way interaction, to map meaning-
ful resource events upon admissible MAS events.

The TuCSoN technology is light-weight, open source [30], and Java-based—
although some (limited) interaction with Windows 10-IoT is also possible [43].

2.2 Butlers for Smart Spaces

The Butlers architecture [29] defines a technology-neutral framework which iden-
tifies seven conceptual layers and relates technologies with the corresponding
features and value-added for users. Butlers for Smart Spaces [28] is the special-
isation of that framework to the Smart Spaces context: Fig. 1 shows Butlers,
Butlers for Smart Spaces as well as its re-shaping to the Home Manager case.

Leaving the full discussion of the Butlers layers to [29], the bottom layers
concern the enabling technologies – communication-enabled sensors, meters, ac-
tuators, etc. – while the infrastructural / middleware layers provide coordination
and geographical information services, and the top layers focus on intelligence,
sociality, gamification aspects (not necessarily to be taken in the sequence).

In Smart Spaces, lower-level functionalities are typically provided by the
underlying infrastructure, while some envisioned upper functionalities are either
too far from the foreseeable future or from the current state of the art: so, their
layers can be conveniently collapsed. Accordingly, in Butlers for Smart Spaces:

– the information (1) and control (2) Butlers layers are grouped together in a
single Monitoring layer;

– the new Services layer, in-between information (Butlers layer 1) and coordi-
nation (layer 3), pre-processes raw information into exploitable knowledge;

– coordination (3) and user-aware (4) Butlers layers are on the one hand
grouped into a single layer, because coordination in a Smart Space must
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necessarily take users – the main actors – into account; on the other, the
foreseeable complexity of such coordination leads to split such a layer into
Goals and Policies side-by-side, for both practical and conceptual reasons;

– the intelligence (5) Butlers layer is also split into two Reasoning and Situated
reasoning on top of each other, to separate the reasoning which exploit only
the local/user knowledge from the ones which exploit also the surrounding
environment—which features the very nature of a Smart Space.

2.3 Specialisation to the Home Manager case

In Home Manager, Butlers for Smart Spaces layers are concretised into a
TuCSoN-based MAS. This is why the TuCSoN infrastructure surrounds all lay-
ers, enabling the seamless integration of heterogeneous entities, bridging among
technologies and agents’ perceptions, and supporting situated intelligence.

From the architectural viewpoint, each device is supposed to be equipped
with an agent, acting as a sort of “proxy” to interface the physical device to the
agent society that powers the Smart Space. Then:

– in the Monitoring layer, proxy agents provide for the device monitoring
and (possibly) remote control, interacting via TuCSoN to grab the required
information and operate on the environment;

– the Services layer is concretely split into Service-Level Agents and Basic Poli-
cies, following the idea that information is elaborated in this layer via mech-
anisms that do not require sophisticated reasonings (e.g. grabbing weather
info based on the simple user policies, like the preferred weather sites);

– analogously, Goals and Policies take the concrete form of Goal-Oriented
Agents and Higher-Level policies: at this stage, policies concern everyday
life habits and aspects, and are generally rather stable; the corresponding
agents handle the autonomous decisions which refer to such policies;

– the Reasoning layer also splits into Reasoner Agents and related Reason-
ing Support Policies, reasoning on user-related knowledge (profile, habits,
preferences) and corresponding rules;

– similarly, the Situated Reasoning layer concretises into Situated Reasoner
Agents (which take into account the user location, movement, etc. to provide
real-time suggestions and pro-active actions) and related policies.

2.4 The technology

The Home Manager platform is built on top of three main technologies: TuCSoN
and its artifacts – tuple centres and ACCs – for MAS coordination, the ReSpecT
logic language to bring situated intelligence to TuCSoN nodes, and tuProlog to
build light-weight intelligent agents.

The logical architecture is shown in Fig. 2: each device is assumed to be
equipped with an agent, which is connected to a TuCSoN ACC defining its admis-
sible operations and roles in the agent society; as such, they embed the individual
intelligence. Tuple centres, on the other hand, embed the “social intelligence”,
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Fig. 2. The Home Manager logical architecture

further supported by tuple centres’ linkability—the ability to trigger reactions
in other tuple centres as a consequence of a local event [44].

The infrastructure embeds and enforces the coordination laws to mediate
among agents, governing the agent-agent and the agent-environment interaction.
Heterogeneous entities, such as legacy agents, can be integrated by charging the
infrastructure of bridging the gap between the common ontology and the specific
agents’ representations and ontologies [45]: agents can thus be heterogeneous in
nature, implementation language, etc.—the only requirement being that they
coordinate via the TuCSoN APIs, adhering to their intended semantics.

The prototype enables users to control the system configuration and interac-
tion, yet with no need to know or operate directly on the underlying machinery—
i.e., the inner tuple-based representation of data and policies.

It is worth highlighting that the declarative, tuple-based approach is what
makes it easy to evolve the system incrementally from a purely-simulated envi-
ronment hosted on a personal computer (with simulated house, inhabitants, and
sensors) to an “increasingly-real” system, interfaced – for instance – to an An-
droid smartphone as shown in the following sections, so that users can interact
with the system in mobility via a suitable app—which, by the way, takes care
of geo-localising the user and to support advanced services based on the user’s
situatedness in space and time (Subsection 3.2).

Going farther, the system can also be interfaced to handling actual hardware
devices, up to possibly run “out of the box” on low-cost stand-alone platforms
like a Raspberry PI 2 Model B. The latter choice provides i) an independent
installation on a dedicated software+hardware platform, dropping the require-
ment of a personal computer for the hosting environment, and ii), perhaps more
relevantly, the chance to exploit the many Raspberry sensors and devices.
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Fig. 3. Home Manager out-of-the-box on a Raspberry Pi 2 + GrovePi kit (top); inter-
action with a Windows-10 system – architecture and prototype (bottom).

2.5 The Raspberry porting

For our intended application context (Subsection 3.1), the support of displays
and RFID readers is particularly relevant, to simulate the presence and move-
ment of items, users, etc.; but several other (low cost) sensors and actuators are
necessary for a reasonable simulation. This is why we developed our prototype
on top of the GrovePi [46] board, which comes with many nice sensors and ac-
tuators (displays, switches, temperature sensors, etc.) in an all-in-one pack with
customized Raspbian version: the resulting platform [47] is shown in Fig. 3 (top).

Even more interestingly, and orthogonally, the Raspberry can be exploited as
an implementation platform for smart devices – Smart Fridge, Smart Oven, etc.
Although Java and a Raspbian-based Raspberry is the most obvious choice, a
multi-platform, multi-language environment could be another, challenging, per-
spective. To this end, we explored the Microsoft Windows 10-IoT Core [8, 48]
platform, which enables UWP (Universal Windows Platform) applications to be
designed in Visual Studio and then deployed to the Raspberry PI, supporting
remote executing and debugging.

In order to integrate it into Home Manager, an ad-hoc bridge has to be set up
to interface the (Java-based) TuCSoN primitives, used by Home Manager, with
the Windows 10 platform (Fig. 3, bottom left): to ensure that the communication
with TuCSoN is seamless, the bridge itself is written in Java. The (C#-coded)
client agent and the bridge communicate via UTF-8 strings: a suitable XML
configuration file specifies the data required by the client agent (bridge IP and
port numbers, target tuple centre name, etc.) and maps the client coordination
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language primitives onto the TuCSoN one. Fig. 3 (bottom right) shows a trivial
demo application, where some LED are controlled via such a bridge.

3 Building Smart Spaces on Home Manager

According to Fig. 1, and following the logical architecture in Fig. 2, building
a smart space on top of Home Manager means i) to identify the device and
service categories that are relevant for that specific space; ii) to define a suit-
able tuple-based representation of the relevant knowledge, and iii) the desired
agent interaction protocols – which, by the way, need not match the knowledge
representation 1-1, since tuple centres can be suitably programmed to bridge
the gap; iv) to develop an agent for each device category and for each external
service to interact with – possibly testing and debugging them separately from
the rest of the system, thanks to the data-driven approach. The whole design
process is aimed at keeping the social/individual intelligence, on the one hand,
and mechanisms/policies, on the other, clearly separate.

3.1 The reference scenario

Home Manager refers to a smart house immersed in a smart living context,
with devices (air conditioners, lights, etc.) and users of different categories and
(RBAC-based) roles [27].

At the basic operation level, the goal is to satisfy the users’ desires (e.g. room
light, temperature) while respecting some global constraints (e.g. energy saving,
temperature range, etc.): as an example, Table 1 shows the ReSpecT reactions
that control the temperature of a room, averaging the preferred temperatures of
users in case two or more people are present.

At a higher level, however, the goal is more ambitious—to anticipate the
user’s needs by reasoning on the user’s habits and on any user-related informa-
tion, including the environment where he lives, travels, purchases goods, etc. The
idea is to go beyond the mere monitoring and remote control of house appliances
via app, as it is often found today, towards:

– exploiting the user’s location, tracked by the smartphone GPS, to enable an
intelligent reasoner agent to take autonomous “situated” decisions;

– explore the environment around the user’s location, extracting information
about shops, services, etc, to be taken as a further reasoning knowledge base;

– getting information about the surrounding environment (e.g. weather) so as
to tailor decisions to the user’s habits and needs;

– interacting with selected social networks (e.g. Twitter) to grab information
that could later be exploited fur further reasonings;

– tracking the human presence for intrusion detection or elderly applications
(e.g. to detect falls, stand or walk status, etc.);

– overall, providing novel, integrated services by coupling smart appliances
(smart fridge, smart ove, etc.) with environment and user information.
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% 2+ Users
reaction(

in(new_temperature(L,Users ,T)),
(request),
( Users > 1,

out(avg_temp(L,L,Users ,0))
)

).
% Calculate the temperature ..
reaction(

out(avg_temp(L,[ user_pref(X,WarmTemp ,W,Z)| OtherPrefs],Users ,Sum)),
(internal),
( in(avg_temp(L,[ user_pref(X,WarmTemp ,W,Z)| OtherPrefs],Users ,Sum)),

rd(temp_mode(heat)),
NewSum is Sum+WarmTemp ,
out(avg_temp(L,OtherPrefs ,Users ,NewSum ))

)
).
reaction(

out(avg_temp(L,[ user_pref(X,Y,CoolTemp ,Z)| OtherPrefs],Users ,Sum)),
(internal),
( in(avg_temp(L,[ user_pref(X,Y,CoolTemp ,Z)| OtherPrefs],Users ,Sum)),

no(temp_mode(heat)),
NewSum is Sum+CoolTemp ,
out(avg_temp(L,OtherPrefs ,Users ,NewSum ))

)
).
reaction(

out(avg_temp(L,[],Users ,Sum)),
(internal),
( in(avg_temp(L,[],Users ,Sum)),

Average is Sum/Users ,
out(new_temperature(L,Users ,Average ))

)
).

Table 1. Excerpt of ReSpecT code for temperature management.
ReSpecT reactions take the form reaction(operation, guard, body ), meaning that
the reaction is triggered by the occurrence of operation , causing the execution of body
provided that guard is true; if either of these fails, the reaction as a whole also fails,
yielding no effect at all. The body can perform other tuple centre operations, thus
triggering other reactions in a chain.
Here, the top reaction is triggered when an agent asks for the new temperature T

given the list of preferences L of a given numbers of Users. The guard checks that
the operation is in its request phase, then the body checks that there are at least
two users (otherwise a different reaction set, not shown, will be executed) and emits
the service tuple avg temp(L,L,Users,0) to trigger the actual average computation in
chain. In its turn, this latter out operation triggers the three next reactions—whose
guard, internal, guarantees that they are only executed as a consequence of another,
previous reaction. These reactions are, by design, mutually exclusive: in particular, the
first two consider either the heat season – signalled by the tuple temp mode(heat),
in which case the preferred “warm” temperature is taken – or the winter season (in
which case the preferred “cool” temperature in taken instead), respectively, while the
latter handles the termination case. Basically, the reaction chain sums the preferred
user temperatures, then the closing reaction divides by Users and emits the desired
new temperature/3 tuple, awaking the agent suspended on the original in operation.
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3.2 Space situatedness via geo-localisation

As a first step in supporting the user’s situatedness in the environment in time
and space, [26] presented a simple scenario exploiting the geo-localisation facility
embedded in any modern smartphone to:

– extend the system intelligence, recognising places and services based on their
position, via the Google Places API;

– provide user-location-related information e.g. about surrounding services.

There, the user location is monitored and conceptually used to control a
Smart Oven, switching it on automatically if the user buys a take-away pizza
in her way back home: Fig. 4 shows the exploration of the surrounding services
in the Android app at different user’s positions [49]. As a further consequence,
the smart house switches on the oven, so that the user find it hot enough for
warming the pizza as she comes back. The system decision is notified to the user
(Fig. 4, right), so that she always remains in control and has the last word.

A possible evolution, envisioned in [29], could be to exploit such info not to
overcome the electrical power threshold, e.g. postponing the washing machine
to switch on the oven without causing a blackout—which would be particularly
dangerous after dusk, in presence of elderly people or children, etc.

3.3 Space and time situatedness based on weather

Weather info is by nature situated in time and space, and – even more relevant –
suitable to inherently and continuously condition everyone’s life: many “micro-
decisions” we take every day depends on weather—doing laundry, to (not) go
out for shopping, switching on heating, closing windows, etc.

This is why a Home Manager agent has been developed for that purpose
(Fig. 5) [50]: once retrieved, weather info can be later exploited in several
ways—from intelligent appliances scheduling (e.g., avoid scheduling the wash-
ing machine in a raining day, so as to avoid the dryer), to the automatic control
of rolling shutters based on sunrise and sunset times, to just taking into ac-
count the user’s mood, etc. For instance, intelligent shutter control could be

Fig. 4. Exploration of surrounding services, and notification for autonomous actions
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obtained by embedding a small piece of intelligence – a ReSpecT reaction – in
the infrastructure, so as to intercept the addition of new relevant weather data
(independently of the specific tuple format) and generate the shutter actions.

Weather sources can be Google’s [51], Yahoo’s [52] or OpenWeatherMaps
[53]’s web services—but they all require the house location. This datum can ei-
ther be statically stored in some tuple centre or, better, be dynamically extracted
from the house’s IP number, thanks to services like IP-API.com, and then turned
onto a physical city name, via Flicker or similar services. The retrieved info is
reified in form of suitable tuples (Fig. 5, bottom right) in the weather-tc tuple
centre: the history is maintained, so as to enable any potential reasoning.

Fig. 5. Weather agent and the respective tuples

3.4 Let’s be social: Twitter integration

As recalled in Fig. 1, the social aspects have been included in the Butlers frame-
work from its very origin—mainly as a source of further knowledge about the
user (habits, interests, traffic, special offers, government warnings, etc.), but also,
more in the long-term perspective, of butlers networks [29].

The first choice has been to develop a Twitter agent (Fig. 6) [54] – both
because Twitter’s text-based nature makes it easier to parse and extract data,
and because messages are typically more informative than, say, Facebook posts,
which are more often oriented to closed groups of friends commenting on their
own lives.

To keep things simple, this early prototype considers a single Twitter user,
representing the home butler, with read-only capabilities: the goal is to moni-
tor selected “interesting” users, and – like the weather info above – store the
related tweets in a suitable tuple centre, for further reasoning (Fig. 6, bottom
right). Technically, Twitter is accessed via REST API, with OAUth [55] to han-
dle the user authentication and Twitter4J [56] for Java inter-operability. Due
to its nature of early implementation, severe limitations apply—in particular,
Twitter credentials are currently stored in a tuple centre; security issues are to
be engineered in a future release.

In the longer-term perspective, however, the butler account could also post
messages—e.g. to share result of its reasonings with its own followers.
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3.5 The Smart Kitchen scenario

As a more comprehensive example we take the case of the smart kitchen, made
of a Smart Oven, a Smart Fridge, a Smart Pantry, a Smart Mixer, integrated
with a Smart Shopper butler aimed at managing the food supply.

The Smart Oven is aimed at supporting the user’s food cooking—in princi-
ple, exploiting any available technology to identify and cook the food; the user
profile is supposed to include information about his/her dietary requirements.
The Smart Fridge, on its side, is capable of monitoring the availability and quan-
tity of food in the fridge, while the Smart Pantry is supposed to to the same for
the whole kitchen. The Smart Mixer manages the recipe instructions, interact-
ing with both the Smart Fridge – to check that the ingredients for the selected
recipe are actually available – and with the Smart Oven – to check its ability
to cook that food and potentially synthesise the proper control instructions. To
this end, the fridge content is checked and, based on user-defined policies, the
shopping list is produced; this is then handled by the Smart Shopper butler, in
charge of opportunistic behaviour—e.g. sending the order to the “appropriate”
supermarket for home delivery (Fig. 7, bottom).

This scenario clearly calls for “proper chunks” of intelligence spread where
needed—in particular, to reason on the available information based on specific
policies, which can be as complex as desired. For instance, policies (currently
under development) could aim at guaranteeing e.g. that i) at least 2 bottles
of milk and 3 cans of beer are always present, ii) the total of the shopping
list reaches a minimum threshold to exploit free home delivery, iii) the list is
compared against multiple markets to find the most convenient, taking into
account fidelity cards and special offers; and so on. Opportunistic behaviour
could also exploit the user’s location to alert her of a nearby market, so as to
avoid another subsequent drive and minimise the fuel consumption and cost, or
suggest an alternative market to avoid traffic jams; and so on.

In order to contextualise the Butlers for Smart Spaces framework, as spe-
cialised for Home Manager, to this application case, the methodological approach
discussed at the beginning of this Section should be applied: the complete discus-
sion of this aspect is outside the scope of this paper, but the interested reader can
find the Smart Oven case discussed in [28]. The resulting architecture has to be

Fig. 6. The Twitter agent
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Fig. 7. Smart Fridge hardware

implemented as a TuCSoN MAS. Accordingly, TuCSoN agents take care of the
Basic Fridge/Pantry/Oven Services, while ReSpecT reactions implement both
the basic mechanisms (services layer) and the social intelligence—for instance,
whenever some milk is taken, to check the remaining quantity and possibly gen-
erate the “buy milk” order tuple; and so on.

In the current (highly experimental) prototype, the Smart Oven and the
Smart Pantry are simulated in software (the GUI supports recipe insertion/up-
date/removal), while the Smart Fridge [57] integrates software-only and soft-
ware+Raspberry PI hardware. The Raspberry is coupled with the GrovePI dis-
play, sensors and LEDs, and with an RFID tag reader to track the fridge content
(Fig. 7). Every time that an RFID tagged product is moved through the fridge,
a read event is created: an acoustic sound is produced by the fridge, a led is lit
and information about the product appear on the LCD display.

The information about the fridge content is reified in a tuple centre so that
other agents can exploit it. In particular, the Smart Fridge monitors each prod-
uct availability, reified as fridge content(fridgename,product,quantity )

tuples: whenever a product is low, it is added to the shopping list. The
scarcity check is based on user-defined, per-product thresholds, reified as
user pref(userID,product,threshold ) tuples: accordingly, whenever a prod-
uct is taken from the fridge, a suitable ReSpecT reaction checks its level, gener-
ating a scarcity(userID,product,actual quantity,threshold,timestamp )

tuple if this is the case; of course, more complex policies could be defined.

This information is then exploited – based on other suitable policies – to
generate the buy orders (Fig. 8, b): currently, the trivial policy is just to gener-
ate an order when “enough” scarcity tuples are present—the threshold value
being configured by the user (Fig. 8, a) and reified as a threshold(userID,

value ). The result is a suitable buy(product,quantity,timestamp ) tuple for
that product (Fig. 8, c): of course, it is up to the policy to define how many
items to purchase.

In its turn, the Smart Shopper – based on its own shopping policies – con-
sumes the buy information, compiles the shopping list and contacts the “proper”
(currently: the pre-defined) vendor by any means (currently: by email), with the
list of products and quantities to be purchased (Fig. 8, c).
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Fig. 8. Policies setup (a), order monitoring (b), and Shopper Agent (c)

4 Conclusions

Smart spaces systems are one of today’s most promising, and challenging, appli-
cation areas: increasing user expectations call for suitable integration of skills,
components, services from several fields—mobile and ubiquitous systems, intel-
ligent systems, pervasive systems, software infrastructures, multi-agent systems,
information security, and inter-operability issues, to name just a few.

At the same time, such a wideness come with drawbacks and weaknesses—
e.g., interoperability among different hardware and software components from
different manufacturers and among different home automation technologies, the
complexity of configuration, the lack of universal service consideration, secu-
rity issues [58]. As shown above, the declarative approach plays a key role in
this context, both to provide a “lingua franca” – to bridge among the different
forms of heterogeneity – and to support agent uncoupling, the separation be-
tween policies and mechanisms, and the base for further reasoning. In our case,
suitably-programmed tuple centres bridge among different interaction protocols
and knowledge representations, effectively supporting interoperability; moreover,
any information retrieved by any agent is represented declaratively in form of
tuples, creating a knowledge base for subsequent elaboration.

Other issues in the literature concern the complexity and cost of the ar-
chitectures, the lack of unifying frameworks and affordable infrastructures, the
intrusiveness of the system installations, sometimes poor user interfaces, the
complexity of configuration (or inadequate configurability), the insufficient or
inconsistent approaches towards security and safety, etc. This is why stronger
emphasis is being devoted to the development of standard frameworks, APIs,
infrastructures, and interoperability protocols, as shown by the recent proposals
by the major stakeholders.
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Our approach explores a different starting point: instead of moving from a
specific need or application area, the Butlers for Smart Spaces framework tries to
define a technology-neutral reference for Smart Spaces in pervasive IoT contexts,
which can work both as design guidelines and possibly as a suggester for new
application scenarios/niches in a whole stack of smarter possibilities.

By suitably integrating three technologies – TuCSoN for MAS coordination,
ReSpecT for situated intelligence, tuProlog for light-weight intelligent agents –,
the Home Manager platform concretises the above approach while safeguarding
designers’ freedom, by delegating the underlying infrastructure to bridge among
the diverse agents’ ontologies, APIs, knowledge representations, etc.

The result shows the essential role of a declarative approach in supporting i)
the coordination of heterogeneous agents, ii) the injection of intelligence in the
infrastructure level (with high-level symbolic capabilities), and more generally
iii) in building and natively integrating intelligent agents in the system nodes.
More in the perspective, since TuCSoN policies are encoded in the form of (Re-
SpecT) tuples, they can be modified as easily and uniformly as any other data,
potentially opening the way to meta-reasoning agents, capable of changing/tun-
ing the policies and coordination laws according to some meta-level rules.
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